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We fully characterize the reduced dynamics of an open quantum system initially correlated with its
environment. Using a photonic qubit coupled to a simulated environment, we tomographically reconstruct
a superchannel—a generalized channel that treats preparation procedures as inputs—from measurement of
the system alone. We introduce novel quantitative measures for determining the strength of initial
correlations, and to allow an experiment to be optimized in regard to its environment.
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In real-world experiments, quantum systems are
inevitably coupled to an environment, which usually
acts as a source of noise, but it may also be harnessed
as a resource—for example in initializing quantum states
that may otherwise be unobtainable [1–9]. In either
case, understanding the joint behavior of system and
environment is essential. Quantum mechanics postulates
that the joint system-environment (SE) state evolves
unitarily, which need not be true for the system alone.
The theory of open quantum systems nevertheless allows
for an operationally complete description of the reduced
dynamics of the system in cases where the initial SE
state is uncorrelated [10]; see Fig. 1(a). This central
assumption is often, however, at best an approxima-
tion [11,12].
A typical quantum experiment can be split into three

steps: state preparation, evolution, and measurement. State
preparation takes a system from a generally unknown initial
state to a desired input state. This state is then subjected to
some dynamical process for a fixed time—the state
evolution—and, finally, measured. If the initial system
state is correlated with the environment, the system
preparation also affects the environment. Consider the
extreme case of a maximally entangled initial SE state:
ð1= ffiffiffi

2
p Þðj00i þ j11iÞSE. A projective preparation of the

system into j0i or j1i leaves the environment in orthogonal
states. Hence, if the subsequent system evolution is not
perfectly isolated, it is coupled to different environment
states leading to drastically different reduced dynamics of
the system conditional on the used preparation procedure
[13]. Standard characterization techniques may, in this
case, return a description of the reduced system dynamics
that appears unphysical [12,14–17]. This highlights the

importance of accounting for initial SE correlations to
reliably characterize the system dynamics.
While the environment is typically inaccessible to the

experimenter, recent results suggest that at least partial
information about the initial joint SE state can be extracted
from measurements of the system alone. Initial correlations
can be witnessed through the distinguishability [18–21] and
purity [22] of quantum states, which has also been explored
experimentally [23–25]. A more operationally complete
characterization can be obtained by explicitly treating the
system’s preparation procedure, rather than the prepared
state, as the input to the reduced description [17].
This superchannel approach captures not just the system

evolution, but also the dynamical influence of the envi-
ronment, even in the presence of initial SE correlations.
Here we demonstrate this technique experimentally by
characterizing the dynamics of a photonic qubit that is

FIG. 1 (color online). System dynamics in the presence of an
environment. (a) With no initial SE correlations, the reduced
dynamics of the system, which interacts unitarily (U) with an
environment, can be completely reconstructed from tomograph-
ically complete sets of input states fρig (resulting from prepa-
ration procedures fPig) and measurements fMjg. (b) The joint
SE state may be initially correlated before the state preparation
procedure. The superchannel approach encompasses this situa-
tion by treating the preparation procedure Pki as the input state to
a more general description of the reduced system dynamics.
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initially correlated with a simulated single-photon envi-
ronment. We introduce novel quantitative measures for the
strength of initial SE correlations and for optimizing
experiments coupled to an environment.
The state of a d-dimensional open quantum system is

described by a density matrix ρ, a positive semidefinite
operator with trace one from the set of square matrices
LðXÞ, acting on the Hilbert space X ≅ Cd. The evolution
of open quantum systems is most generally described by a
channel E∶LðX1Þ → LðX 2Þ, a completely positive (CP)
linear map from operators on LðX1Þ to operators on LðX2Þ.
In the following we assume that X 1 ¼ X2 and keep the
subscripts to distinguish between input and output Hilbert
spaces, though all results apply equally when the input and
output spaces are of different dimensions.
A map E is positive if it preserves an operator’s positivity

and CP if the same is true for the composite map I ⊗ E,
where I is the identity map on a space at least as large as
X1. Any CP-map E is completely characterized by its
Choi matrix ΛE , a positive-semidefinite operator ΛE ∈
LðX 1 ⊗ X2Þ [26]. The Choi matrix may be constructed
via the Choi-Jamiołkowski isomorphism [27] via ΛE ¼P

ijjiihjj ⊗ EðjiihjjÞ, where fjiigd−1i¼0 is an orthonormal
basis forX1, and the evolution of the system state ρ is given
by EðρÞ ¼ TrX1

½ðρT ⊗ 1ÞΛE �. The Choi matrix of an
unknown quantum process can be reconstructed through
quantum process tomography (QPT) from the outcomes of
a finite set of measurements fMjgd2j¼1, performed on a finite

set of system input states fρigd2i¼1; see Fig. 1(a). Crucially,
this assumes that the channel E being characterized is
independent of the system’s preparation.
In the presence of initial SE correlations, this assumption

is, in general, not satisfied. The joint SE state is then
ρSE ∈ LðX ⊗ YÞ, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b), whereX andY
are the state spaces of the system and environment,
respectively. In the first step of the experiment, the system
is prepared in the state ρS by applying a preparation map P
to S alone. Such a preparation will typically leave the
environment in a state conditional on P, which in turn leads
to a conditional evolution EP , and QPTwould return a map
which is a combination of the partial reconstructions of the
possible EP . In the following, we consider the case of a
fully decorrelating preparation procedure: ðP ⊗ IÞðρSEÞ ¼
ρS ⊗ ρE∣P , where I is the identity map on E. Denoting
by U the channel that describes the subsequent joint
evolution, the final output state is given by ρ0S ¼
TrEfU½ðP ⊗ IÞðρSEÞ�g.
To characterize the system in the presence of possible

initial correlations, we describe the dynamics by means of a
superchannel M∶P → ρ0S. While the CP map M may be
thought of as a regular channel with the input Hilbert space
LðX ⊗ XÞ rather than LðXÞ, we prefer using the term
superchannel to emphasize the fact that it takes the
preparation channel as an input, rather than the prepared

state. The output is given by ρ0S ¼ MðΛPÞ, where ΛP is the
Choi matrix for the preparation map P [17].
We now demonstrate this method by characterizing the

superchannel for the evolution of a single photonic qubit.
Imagine that the experimenter aims to implement the target
system evolution described by the unitary operator US,
chosen as either a Pauli-Z gate (US ¼ Z), a Hadamard gate
(US ¼ H ¼ RYZR

†
Y), or a rotation (US ¼ ZRY), where RY

denotes a π=4 rotation around σy. Because of coupling to
the environment, the reduced dynamics of the system will,
in general, deviate from that described by US. We simulate
this influence by replacing the Z operations in the above
decomposition of US by controlled Z (CZ) operations,
switched on and off conditional on the state of the
environment, which is modeled as another photonic qubit
[28]. In the case of Z and H, the environment might thus
cause a failure of the system unitary (i.e., the identity
operation is implemented), while in the case US ¼ ZRY it
can introduce a phase error.
The initial SE state was generated via spontaneous

parametric down-conversion in the form

jψiSE ¼ cosð2θÞjHiSjViE þ sinð2θÞjViSjHiE; ð1Þ

where jHi, jVi correspond to horizontally and vertically
polarized photons, respectively, see Fig. 2. In this case, the
strength of the initial correlations (both quantum and
classical) is parametrized by the tangle τ ¼ sin2ð4θÞ and
can be tuned from uncorrelated (θ ¼ 0) to maximal
correlation (θ ¼ π=8) [32]. We prepared states with
τ ¼ f0.012; 0.136; 0.423; 0.757; 0.908g, with an average
fidelity of F ¼ 0.96ð1Þ, with the corresponding ideal state.
The system was then subjected to the preparation procedure
Pij, which prepared it in the state ρj by first projecting
onto the state ρi, followed by a unitary rotation. Here the
indices i;j∈fjHi; jVi; jDi; jAi; jRi; jLig, where jD=Ai ¼
ðjHi � jViÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

and jR=Li ¼ ðjHi � ijViÞ= ffiffiffi
2

p
.

From measurements of the system in fH;V;D; A; R; Lg,
the operator M can be directly reconstructed via linear
inversion [17]. To avoid known problems with this tech-
nique, we instead used maximum likelihood estimation to
enforce the reconstruction to be CP; see Supplemental
Material [33]. The reconstructed Choi matrix ΛM for US ¼
H is illustrated in Fig. 3(a) and the maps for all other target
unitaries US are shown in Ref. [33]. An important property
of the superchannel M is that, in the case of vanishing
initial correlations, it factorizes into the density matrix of
the effective initial state and the Choi matrix of the effective
system channel, ΛM ¼ ρS ⊗ ΛE [17]. Hence, to allow for
an operational interpretation of ΛM, we write it using the
polarization basis for the index corresponding to the
effective initial state, and the Pauli basis for the indices
corresponding to the effective channel. Figure 3(b) shows
QPT results for the case US ¼ H, demonstrating how
different choices of system preparation procedure can lead
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to vastly different reconstructed channels, with fidelities
varying between 0.853 and 0.683. The superchannel M in
Fig. 3(a) clearly illustrates the reason for this discrepancy: a
term that corresponds to the identity operation and
increases with the strength of the initial correlations.
This is exactly the simulated environment-induced failure
mode of the system evolution.
The quantum superchannel M contains information

about initial SE correlations that are visible through their
effect on the subsequent experiment, and how different
preparation procedures may influence the resulting system
dynamics. We now introduce two quantitative measures to
extract this information. For any M we define an average
initial system state ρS;av ¼ Tr23½ΛM�=d and an average
effective map for the evolution of the system as
ΛEav ¼ Tr1½ΛM�. Recall that, for a product initial state
(ρSE ¼ ρS ⊗ ρE), the map M takes the product form
ΛM ¼ ρS ⊗ ΛE . In this case ρS;av ¼ ρS, and ΛEav ¼ ΛE

is the Choi matrix of the channel E describing the (noisy)
evolution of the system alone—the same as would result
from conventional QPT. For a givenM, we can now define
the corresponding separable superchannel Ms via
ΛMs

¼ ðρS;av ⊗ ΛEavÞ. In general, M ≠ Ms and the dis-
tance between M and Ms can be used to quantify the
strength of the initial SE correlations. We thus define the
initial correlation (IC) norm as

∥M∥IC ¼ 1

2
∥M −Ms∥⋄: ð2Þ

The matrix M −Ms was introduced as the correlation
memory matrix in Ref. [17] since it describes how the
dynamics is affected by initial correlations. Our choice of
the diamond norm ∥ · ∥⋄ [41] allows for an operational
interpretation of the IC norm in terms of channel discrimi-
nation [42]. For any two quantum channels E1; E2, the best

single shot strategy for deciding if a given channel is E1 or
E2 succeeds with probability 1

2
ð1þ 1

2
∥E1 − E2∥⋄Þ. Thus

when ∥M∥IC ¼ 0, there is no operational difference
between M and Ms, which means that there are no
observable SE correlations. This can either mean that the
initial SE state is indeed uncorrelated or that the environ-
ment is Markovian and initial correlations do not affect the
subsequent dynamics. The initial correlation norm thus
provides a necessary and sufficient condition for the
decoupling of the future state of the system from its past
interactions with the environment. When ∥M∥IC > 0,
there exists an optimal preparation procedure that can be
used as a witness for initial correlations, and the specific
value of the norm determines the single shot probability of
success for this witness.
Our measurements of ∥M∥IC, plotted against the corre-

lation strength τ of the simulated initial SE states, are
shown in Fig. 4. For all three SE interactions U, the
maximum obtained value of ∥M∥IC is approximately 0.5,
which is in agreement with theoretical expectations since,
for a maximally correlated initial state, the simulated SE
coupling would cause a failure of the evolution with
probability 1=2.
The information contained in M can be further used to

optimize the impact of the environment. We introduce the

PBS

QWP

HWP

PPBS

FC

APD

Environment

System

source

FIG. 2 (color online). Experimental setup. System and envi-
ronment photons are created in the state ρSE with controllable
degree of entanglement, using the source of Ref. [32]. Arbitary
preparations Pij on the system and measurements fMjg are
implemented by means of polarizers (PBS), quarter- and half-
wave plates (QWP, HWP), and single-photon detectors (APD).
The joint SE evolution U is implemented as a CZ gate between a
set of HWPs and QWPs. In a case with no initial correlations, this
setup implements the target system evolution US. The CZ gate is
based on nonclassical interference at a partially polarizing beam
splitter (PPBS) with reflectivities of rH ¼ 0 (rV ¼ 2=3) for
horizontally (vertically) polarized light [40].

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Real parts of ΛM for US ¼ H in the
ideal, uncorrelated case and experimental results for increasingly
strong initial correlations. The matrices ΛM are shown in a
polarization-Pauli basis, with the elements from left to right
corresponding to fjHi; jVig ⊗ fI ; X; Y; Zg and from front to
back corresponding to fhHj; hVjg ⊗ fI ; X; Y; Zg. The emer-
gence of a peak corresponding to the identity operation (shown
in yellow) is characteristic for the simulated increased tendency
of the single-qubit operation US (shown in green) to fail in the
presence of stronger initial correlations. The negligible imaginary
parts are not shown. (b) Real parts of the Choi matrices (shown in
the Pauli basis) for US obtained via QPT for different choices of
preparation procedure in the case of low initial correlation
τ ¼ 0.136. Cases (i) and (ii) correspond to a fixed ρk in Fig. 1(b),
(iii) corresponds to ρk ¼ ρi, and (iv) is the case where 1 ≤ k ≤ 4.
The information contained in the superchannelM can be used to
identify the optimal preparation procedure.
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measure of preparation fidelity Fprep for the case where
high-fidelity projective preparation procedures are readily
available, such as in photonic experiments, noting that
similar measures could be defined for other scenarios.
Consider a system preparation via initial postselection on
the state ρ1. The subsequent evolution is then described by
the effective map Eρ1 given by

ΛEρ1
¼ 1

pρ1

Tr1½ðρ†1 ⊗ 123ÞΛM�; ð3Þ

where pρ1 ¼ Tr½ðρ†1 ⊗ 123ÞΛM�=d is the probability of
success for the postselection on ρ1. Studying these effective
maps for different states ρ1 allows us to find the optimal
preparation procedure for any desired evolution of the
system. The measure Fprep quantifies the process fidelity
between the implemented effective map Eρ1 and the desired
target channel US for initial projection onto ρ1,

FprepðM; ρ1; USÞ ¼
1

d2
FðΛEρ1

;ΛUS
Þ: ð4Þ

The average preparation fidelity over all initial projections
can be obtained from ΛEρ1

¼ ΛEav ¼ Tr1½ΛM�. Maximizing

Fprep over all states ρ1 for a given target unitary US finds a
preparation which allows for the highest quality implemen-
tation of US. Note that this is not equivalent to minimizing
the impact of the environment since the optimal preparation
might harness some of the environmental correlations to
improve the gate performance.
We now use our experimentally obtainedM to optimize

for maximum fidelity for the target US ¼ Z, Fig. 5(a), and
US ¼ ZRY, Fig. 5(b), given a correlation strength of

∥M∥IC ¼ 0.062ð5Þ and ∥M∥IC ¼ 0.034ð2Þ, respectively.
In Fig. 5(a), the effect of the environment is minimized for
initial projection onto the state cos½ϕ�jHi þ eiφ sin½ϕ�jVi
with ϕ ≈ 0.658 and φ ≈ 0.252. This demonstrates that,
even for nearly uncorrelated SE states, the chosen prepa-
ration procedure affects the achieved fidelity. In this
example, the projection on the optimal state instead of
the basis state jHi improved the fidelity by 0.2%. Similarly,
minimizing Fprep finds the worst-case preparation, which
could give insight into where and why an experimental
setup fails.
We demonstrated here that the superchannel approach to

characterizing system dynamics coupled to an environment
is—in contrast to some previous work on open system
dynamics—operationally significant and experimentally
accessible. This approach applies to the most general case,
where the conditions that lead to CP reduced-dynamics
[43–46] might not be met. Notably, the reconstruction of
M is a direct generalization of QPT, based on subjecting
the system to d4, rather than d2 linearly independent
preparation procedures Pij, which need not all be fully
decorrelating. Therefore, tools developed to improve the
efficiency of QPT, such as compressive sensing [47,48] can
also be applied to the reconstruction of M.
Since the output of a channel is determined solely by the

input and the channel itself, it can be thought of as a
Markovian two-point connection. The presence of initial
correlations, however, demands the use of the superchannel
approach, which is thus an important step towards under-
standing non-Markovian quantum processes. Along these
lines, the superchannel approach has recently been used to
derive the lower bound on entropy production in a generic
quantum process [49].
Our technique is most useful in quantum architectures

which are strongly coupled to their environment, such as
spins in local spin baths. Another application is in quantum
control, where control time scales can be much faster than
environmental reset times. Finally, it has been suggested
that non-Markovianity can be exploited as a resource [50];

FIG. 4 (color online). Initial correlation norm ∥M∥IC vs
correlation strength τ of ρSE for US ¼ Z (blue circles), US ¼ H
(yellow squares), and US ¼ ZRY (green diamonds). The values
of τ were obtained from state tomography of ρSE for each
experiment. The measured real parts of the states with weakest
and strongest initial correlations are shown in the respective
insets. The solid line corresponds to the IC norm in the ideal case.
Error bars from Poissonian counting statistics are on the order of
the symbol size.

FIG. 5 (color online). Optimization of the preparation pro-
cedure. The average preparation fidelity FprepðM; ρ1; ZÞ for
(a) US ¼ Z and (b) US ¼ ZRY is shown as a density plot on
the surface of the Bloch sphere of the initial-projection state ρ1.
In both cases, we chose the lowest strength of initial correlation
realized in the experiment to visualize the effect even for very
weak SE correlations.
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we showed how the superchannel formalism can be used to
that extent in our gate optimization.
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